GNEISS WORK!
Jim slowly descended the abseil rope. He was aiming for a sea-washed ledge. At 60 metres he
reached the sea but couldn’t touch the rock. but appeared to be trying to tread water with one leg.
Would he be able to swing in to re-establish contact? I’ll leave you with that cliffhanger for now!
12 of us were on the adventure trip of a lifetime to Pabbay which is an uninhabited island at the
southern end of the Outer Hebrides. I’d made the suggestion a year previously and Sue (Luck) had
enthusiastically grasped the organisational baton.
A German party were first to get their towels down on the Pabbay cliffs in 1995 two years after Chris
Bonington, Mick Fowler and others opened up Mingulay to the south. The rock is peerless Lewisian
Gneiss - ancient, solid and with friction qualities to die for (well hopefully not!).
We researched the planning needed. We would have to get everything we needed for a week food, gear, tents, (and beer of course) - on to the Calmac Ferry to Barra and then on to a chartered
boat to get us to the island. I’d heard of people carrying everything on to the ferry at Oban but that
didn’t appeal. We had a detailed planning meeting and decided to take two vehicles over to Barra
loaded to the gills and hope that boatman Francis Gillies’ The Boy James would have enough space
for 12 plus the gear. We would also hire a satellite phone as we would otherwise be out of contact
even in an emergency. No social meeja either. How would we cope without pictures of cats or gifted
offspring for a week. Suffice to say we managed somehow!
Four vehicles headed north on the Friday: Me, Sue (Luck), Edwin (Jenkins) and Jim (Unwin) in my car,
Robin (Mazinke) and Sarah (Goodman), Jane (Weir) with Adrian (Paisey), Steve (Reed), Richard
(Byrom), Andy (O’Connor) and Andy (Martin).
My car load stayed in the luxurious youth hostel at Oban. Here is their helpful advice to visitors.

Edwin, Sue, Sarah, Robin, Andy O, Malcolm, Andy M, Richard, Adrian, Jane, Steve, Jim
Following Sue’s meticulous planning we all met in a free car park above the town and packed all the
gear into Jane’s van and Steve’s car. The rest of us went on as foot passengers.
A beautiful 5 hour crossing followed. Views of a snow-covered Ben Nevis, the Skye’s Cuillin hills and
the islands of Mull and Coll and Tiree plus the occasional dolphin dorsal fin kept us enthralled. Soon
we were almost out of sight of land before the Outer Hebrides appeared on the horizon and we
rounded Kisimul Castle to enter the port at Barra.

Ben Nevis

Dolphins!

Kisimul Castle Barra

Francis Gillies greeted us with good and bad news. The good news was that the weather looked
good. The bad news was the south east wind and strong swell would prevent a safe landing that
evening. He hoped to get us across in the morning as well as a party of 4 Belgians with one Scots
lass. We camped up on seriously rough ground by the police station. The brilliant evening sunshine
meant that a brief dip in the sea was obligatory for Jim and a few more of us. Very brief!! Sue tried
drying her towel on the police station fence but was swiftly accused of “taking the mick” by the local
bobby. According to Francis, the locals are not sure about this newcomer yet. Sue escaped without
even a caution.

It had to be done!
Brrrr

Both hotels (The Castlebay and the Craigard) serve decent food and beer but had we known, we
would have booked into the curry house - the Café Kisimul - which has quite a reputation.
Francis turned up around 10am in the morning, ready to give it a go. Our massive mound of gear
disappeared into the hold. As it turned out, we would have had room for our 8 Desert Island discs
and more luxuries as well! 45 minutes later, having passed Vatersay and Sandray, we had our first
view of the beach (Bagh Ban - white bay) on Pabbay. Seals bobbed up and down in enormous
numbers to welcome us as Francis and his daughter prepared the tender to ferry us ashore. Two
trips got us all on dry land with our gear. Mercifully, the swell had calmed considerably.

Landing on Pabbay

I walked up to the camping area - a beautiful green sward covered in primroses and overlooking the
stunning white sand of the sweep of the beach. Strangely, there were no trees at all on the island.
Even Jim, our tree expert, was stumped (so to speak) by their absence.
There is one ruined cottage left of the former settlement. The last residents left in 1912. They had
hung on for several years after the 6 able-bodied men were all tragically drowned in 1897 on a
fishing expedition. There is a burial mound with the remains of a chapel near the cottage and the
site is treated with reverence by locals. Best not to enter the cottage itself and certainly not to
disturb the area around it.

The campsite before….

…..and after - spot my Vango Force 10 Mark IV 1972 vintage
There was evidence of sheep farming in the past but no current signs of mammals - even rabbits on the island. There were certainly no deer despite Jim’s confident assertion. He had spoken with a
friend who claimed to have been deer stalking on Pabbay. It turns out that Hebridean Islanders lack
imagination in naming their islands. There is another Pabbay between Harris and North Uist. Do not
accidentally charter a boat to take you there to climb. You will be disappointed.

Primroses near the beach

Our private beach

We set up the tents including two mess tents and set off to explore. Although only some three miles
by two, all walk-ins seemed hard work. The largely untrodden grass is deep and tufty and the steps
needed consequently high. That, coupled with carrying the gear including 100 metre abseil ropes,
left us all tired. We adopted the strategy of leaving our gear at high points in bin liners. That at least
made the walk-outs quite pleasant.
That first day we went for a view of the Great Arch. Breathtaking! Would we get on this by the end
of the week? The 100 metre abseil looked daunting but the climbing verging on the possible if we
could get our acts together.

First view of the Great Arch

That day we looked at The Galley area (not particularly attractive and affected by rockfall) and then
the Poop Deck. The sea gave a few of us a wetting but we all got something done. Even the lower
grades seemed harsh to Sue and Edwin on the Stowaway and Jim and I on Human Cargo. The wet V
Diff at the left hand end (Poop) was not recommended by Steve, Andy O’C, Sarah or Rob! Andy
O’Connor showed his mettle by taking Steve up Corncrakes for Breakfast a good tick at E2. Fair to
say that, overall, we were worried that everything seemed a bit hard. At this stage, the prospect of
getting on the Great Arch seemed a little optimistic - at least to me.

Andy O’Connor
Corncrakes for Breakfast

Next morning dawned damply overcast. We delayed setting off until around midday. By then the
sun was up and beginning to warm up the South Face of the Banded Walls. This area gave us all a big
confidence boost. We knocked off some good lines at VS and HVS on perfect rock with great gear.
Jim and I also repeated the first route on the island Stief Breise a lovely VS on the extreme left hand
end. The roughness of the rock would have taken a heavy toll on our ab ropes without protectors in
place. Don’t take climbing ropes to ab on. The stretch will just get the rock sawing away at the
sheaths. We took care to buy static or semi-static ropes which did the job but even then, my rope
came back distinctly furry.
While most of us were on the south face, Steve and Andy (O’C) went for Spring Squill (E1) on the
main Banded Wall area. Andy went down first but as it was soaking wet, top-roped out. They went
back when the sun came round to find it completely dry and they’d also refined where exactly to ab
in. The guidebook describes the climb as stunning - one of the best pitches of its grade on the island.

HVS Climbing at the Banded Walls, South Face
Jim on Bye Bye to the Widows and Steve on Redundancy Man

Corncrakes, heard but never seen, tried, but failed, to keep me awake. Next day, as forecast, it
rained in the morning. Most of us walked out to the Roisinis peninsula on the far side of the beach.
Skua nests with eggs were in evidence but the skua (bonxies) were quiet - presumably as the young
hadn’t hatched. They can be vicious at other times. At the point, Andy (Martin) tried fishing but
every time he cast, a seal would pop up. He gave up when one seal followed his float in and there
was a real danger of their getting hooked. A shame we got no fish as Andy had his gutting knife at
the ready - Crocodile Dundee: Eat your heart out! Watching the way he expertly sharpened that
blade of an evening left us a little uneasy but, as yet, there has still been no reported knife crime on
Pabbay.

Andy casting - and one that got away!

Skua eggs

In the afternoon, Andy (M) and Richard went to have a look at Hoofer’s Geo followed by Andy (O’C)
and Steve. Andy O’C managed to lead Sugar Cane Country at E4 after a little inspection. Richard and
the other Andy had moved to have a look at the Evening Walls - the closest crags to the campsite.
Several of us joined them. Richard and Andy had thought they’d found the right crag and even
climbed a few lines. But when they went on to Small Boy’s Geo they found the real Evening Walls
and put the rest of us straight. Lots of pleasant short pitches gave us some good entertainment in
the evening sunshine. Meanwhile, Robin and Sarah had accounted for Spring Squill.
Back at camp, Sue served up yet another delicious veggie meal for our car-load, with token
assistance from the men. We had great meals and always a pudding too. Culinary delicacies
elsewhere in the party included haggis washed down with an all too limited supply of whisky. Our
ration of one beer a day just held out. Comfort in our mess tent was greatly enhanced by Andy M’s
inflatable sofa. Quite a surprise when that appeared!

The Mess tent with
sofa for three!

Starts in the mornings were late, mostly to let the sun get round. The air temperature, even in the
sun was cool and it was never quite tee-shirt weather particularly in the near constant breeze.
On the Wednesday morning, after the initial mist had cleared, Jim and I set off aiming for Spring
Squill. We did a couple of HVSs on the South Face of the Banded Walls to warm up - The Curious
Bulge and Redundancy Man. Feeling good, we went for Spring Squill. We had consulted both Rob
and Sarah and Andy and Steve on where to abseil but we think in offering their advice, one was
standing facing inland and one out to sea.
As I watched from my vantage point, Jim descended towards what we both had assumed was the
starting ledge, but, as the opening of this story explains, he couldn’t touch the rock. He was trying to
keep the excess ab rope out of the sea while trying to find a way to swing in. Eventually, with one
foot in the water, he stooped down and grabbed a frond of sea-weed. As this was attached to the
rock, he was able to start a small pendulum. Eventually he touched rock with his feet, then a fingernail, then a finger and finally hauled himself with the help of barnacles (and with some relief) onto
the sloping slab.
The real start was up to the right on big flakes - still difficult of access but we were too far to the left.
I joined him having much less difficulty as Jim could haul me in. Placing runners on the way down
would help if, unlike us, you pick a line where you can touch the rock!
The main pitch looked impressively steep. It was Jim’s turn to lead and off he set. Seriously big
holds led up for 20 metres or so on the gently leaning wall and then there was a short area of respite
when you could be in balance. The final moves to the belay were steep but not really 5b. The
stance was of the hanging variety beneath a large overhang. A little thread on the lip showed the

way for my pitch and with one hand in this, big jugs came within my reach and the rest was a romp
to the top. Great route! Our hopes for the Great Arch were once again on the cards.
We popped over to have a look at teams on Prophecy of Drowning (E2) and also on The Priest (E1) –
the latter our target for the next day. Both Belgian teams managed to get off route but Sarah and
Rob dealt smoothly with both the climbing and route-finding on Prophecy of Drowning.

←
Andy O

The Banded Walls
Spring Squill goes up the middle. Andy and Steve
(partly hidden) are at the hanging stance

The Belgian team on pitch 1
Prophecy of Drowning

Several people spotted otted a figure on the hill overlooking the campsite and there were definite
sightings of a flash light as night fell

←
←
Belgians

←
Sarah

←
Robin

Sarah is leading Robin on the second pitch of Prophecy of Drowning E2
The Belgian team is slightly off route on The Priest E1

Sarah leads pitch 2 Prophecy of Drowning

Robin on the crux third pitch of Prophecy of Drowning

Sarah nears the top of Prophecy of Drowning

We heard voices on the small cliffs above the Great Arch. These were a mystery to us until, on our
walk back, we saw a yacht moored off the beach. Three Brits planning to sail to Iceland had taken a
day out to get in some climbing.

Visitors!

A swim in the sea, which was still bitterly cold, followed by luxuriating in what felt like a jacuzzi in the
fresh water pool fed by our stream, set us up for the evening. The stream is clear and safe to drink
from so taking water with us was not necessary.

Don’t be fooled
It was freezing!

We could account for 20 people on the island with the crew of the yacht. But were there in fact 21?
Several people spotted a figure on the skyline above our camp and also a flashlight. Stories of
ghostly noises apparently disturbed the former residents and we were a little unnerved. Could we
have upset the spirits of the former islanders? We survived the night but the mystery of the figure
on the hill remained.
In the morning Jim and I had another lazy start to let the sun get round. The seals were also quite
relaxed. When the tide was out overnight they all slept on the beach. Hundreds of them. Quite a
sight and noisy too! Hopefully we didn’t make too much of a mess on their beach but we were
advised to use the area below high tide for toilet facilities. I’d had visions of team members hopping
up and down impatiently at high tide but if we were all regular in our habits, we were fortunately
regular at different times. One team shovel with a supplementary trowel proved sufficient.

The Priest on the Great Arch was now our objective. We let a Belgian team go down first. They were
reclimbing Prophecy of Drowning after contriving to miss out the crux pitch the day before. Steve
and Andy O’C would follow them while we would go down last.
As Jim and I strolled up the hillside, we met Sue on the way down with some of her gear. She had
climbed with Edwin most of the week but had decided to go for a walk and do some sketching. But
her resolve crumbled when we asked her if she’d like to join us on The Priest. We gathered at the
abseil point.
Setting off down was fine for the first 30 metres. Then I got a view of Steve on the slab at the
bottom. It didn’t look possible to get over there. But that proved to be an optical illusion. After 50
more metres or so completely free and spinning gently, my feet touched the rock and I could
traverse easily to the small ledge at the start of the climbs. Sue and Jim followed down and after
Steve had left, Jim led off.
The first pitch was straightforward up the slab at 4c for 50 metres to belay on the edge. Lovely
climbing on generally big holds and in balance. I took over for what proved to be the crux pitch.
Exposed moves round the arete within sight of Steve and Andy led to a shallow technical groove line.
Thin bridging moves at 5b between good handholds and decent gear soon led to an easing of the
angle and I was belayed below the final pitch. Sue came up with only a token whimper and Jim soon

followed. He dealt swiftly with the little overhang at the start of the final pitch and soon moved up
and left into the attractive groove line. We couldn’t see him again until he traversed left below the
roof to the finish. The groove when I got there looked impressively blank but the right wall had
several well-positioned hand and footholds that seemed to materialise as you reached them. The
final 5b moves across left were a little harder but soon we were all in a group hug at the top. What a
route! Sue’s first E1 too. Our objectives for the week were now fully met.

←
Steve

→
Jim

←
Andy O’C

→
Sue and Malcolm

Teams on The Priest
and Prophecy of Drowning

The longstanding Phelps/Unwin team

Jim, Sue and me after The Priest E1
Meanwhile Adrian, Jane and Edwin had accounted for Spring Squill but time ran out for Andy and
Richard to get it done. Instead they had a good day on the South Face of the Banded Wall with Bye
Bye to the Widows and The Curious Bulge at HVS.
The climbing machine that is Robin and Sarah had gone to the Grey Wall Recess where another long
free-hanging 90m abseil fortunately took them to the tidal platform below the foot of the three star
U-Ei E2 - fortunate as the tide was low!

Sarah finds the tide is out and then
leads the middle pitch of U-Ei

Robin placed 17 runners in the first 50 metre 5b pitch but still found it bold and tough for the grade.
Sarah led the middle 5a pitch passing a large overhanging block and Robin led the final traverse and
overhanging 5b corner pitch.
Francis the boatman had passed by in the morning saying that the weather was changing so he
would need to get us all off on the Friday a day early. We had a driftwood bonfire with the Belgians
on the beach. There was much discussion over the competing merits of parallel stacking (Jim and
Sue) and cross stacking (The Belgians). The evidence (in the form of flames rather than smoke)
supported the cross-stacking method. Shivering despite the fire and with smoke in our eyes we all
retired for our final night on the island.

It duly dawned misty and drizzly and after a day of hanging around Francis took us off in two
batches and we were back on Barra at around 8.30pm. We were just in time to eat in the Craigard
Hotel. Another time, we would get Francis to book us in.
For our last night we camped below the café down by the port on their nice lawn. The ferry left at
6.15 am and we had no trouble travelling a day earlier than booked.
A great adventure. Committing but immensely satisfying. Thanks to Sue for her organisation (and
the menu for our car-load) and to everyone for their great company.
Till the next time!

What we left behind

